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VOLTA G HIS
How E l ec t r i c a l
E n g i n e e r i n g began
T IS not enough to ex-
periment and to observe
in scientific research.
There must also be in-
terpretation. Take the cases of
Galvani and Volta.
Onedayin 1786Galvani touched
with his metal instruments the
nerves of a frog's amputated hind
legs. The legs twitched in a
very life-like way. Even when the
frog's legs were hung from an iron
railing by copper hooks, the phe-
nomenon persisted. Galvani
knew that he was dealing with
electricity but concluded that the
frog's legs had in some way gen-
erated the current.
Then came Volta, a contempo-
rary, who said in effect: "Your in-
terpretation is wrong. Two differ-
ent metals in contact with a moist
nerve set up currents of electricity.
I will prove it without the aid of
frog's legs."
Volta piled disks of different
metals one on top of another and
general Office
separated the disks with moist
pieces of cloth. Thus he gene-
rated a steady current. This was
the " Voltaic pile"—the first bat-
tery, the first generator of
electricity.
Both Galvani and Volta were
careful experimenters, but Volta's
correct interpretation of effects
gave us electrical engineering.
Napoleon was the outstanding
figure in the days of Galvani and
Volta. He too possessed an active
interest in science but only as an
aid to Napoleon.He little imagined
on examiningVolta's crude battery
that its effect on later civilization
would be fully as profound as that
of his own dynamic personality.
The effects of the work of Gal-
vani and Volta may be traced
through a hundred years of elec-
trical development even to the
latest discoveries made in the Re-
search Laboratories of the Gen-
eral Electric Company.
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featuring a skirt
popular with college men
Cordon
SHIRJT
is well made and good
fitting. It is of a sturdy,
pure and permanently
white Oxford that will









LADY-, HERE I AM
Miss Cue—"What kind of a man do you
like best?"
Miss Mate—*'Oh, just about the happy
medium."
Miss Cue—"And what, may I ask, is the
'happy medium ?' "
Miss Mate — "One that hasn't kissed so
many girls that he is calloused to the thrill,
and yet has kissed enough to be out of the
amateur class."—Sun Dodger.
T H E F L A M I N G O
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New Spring Shoe Styles
On Display in
Our Store
Chas. 0. Eagle & Son
In the Arcade Newark, Ohio
"Where the Best is Found"
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The gift your friends enjoy
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Newark Wall Paper Co.
29 W. Main St. Phone 1338
NEWARK, OHIO
Eexall
W. P. ULLMAN and SON
Drugs and
Books
T H E F L A M I N G O
Public Sales
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.
Army Munson last shoes, sizes 51/2 to 12
which was the entire surplus stock of one
of the largest U. S. Government shoe con-
tractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
percent solid leather, color dark tan,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. The
actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing
to this tremendous buy we can offer same
to the public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money with order. If
shoes are not as represented we will
cheerfully refund your money promptly
upon request.
NATIONAL BAY STATE SHOE CO.








36 S. Second St. Newark, O.
T H E F L A M I N G O
Again—Graduation Time
Graduation — the time when every school
girl is interested in new clothes, and in our
various departments will be found every-
thing necessary to outfit the school girls
from her tip to her toe.
in every style imaginable. Stylish sport
costumes—pretty tailored models in colored
linens and ratines—attractive silk frocks in
cool silks for summer wear and other
dainty models in sheer fabrics for after-
noon wear.
The W. H. Mazey Company
Newark, Ohio
When })ou are hot ana dust}) you
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T H E F L A M I N G O
Jlnd when the shadows softly fall
O'er hills and valleys dear,
J4'cross the college campus rings
The melody so clear;
The circling hills throw back again
The glad inspiring song,
j4nd in our hearts to Denison,
Our praises we prolong.
T H E F L A M I N G 0
The college man is to be congrat-
ulated on his privilege of becoming
acquainted with the many differ-
ent Bibles by which God is making
himself known. With his heart
and mind open to truth from all
sources, his conception of the world
will be constantly changing but
always with a gain in his spiritual
life. In his study of the evolution-
ary method which the
Creator displayed in pro-
ducing rocks, trees, men,
worlds and suns, his ad-
miration is challenged by
the wonderful interweav-
ing of facts, forces and
events into one complex
unit, which we so aptly
term the universe.
Now if some great
teaching in geology ap-
parently conflicts with
some fact in present-day
botany, he ought to have
the good sense to retain
his confidence in both of
these sciences, and to de-
cide to wait quietly for
further light, fully cer-
tain that eventually the
errors of observation or
interpretation, or both,
will be corrected so that. i i i
CKristian Evolutionism
God's books and keeps humble
while it learns to translate the
varied languages.
Furthermore, we do not go to
the telescope to study angle-
worms, nor to the chemistry labor-
atory for embryology; neither
should we demand from the He-
brew Scriptures scientific knowl-
edo-e in anthropology, astronomy,
This Thing Evolution-
Every Spring a number of Seniors depart from
halls of learning convinced that they have, through
"Education," "lost their faith. " Their faith must
indeed be a little one, if so slight a smattering of
knowledge has such deadly effect. But still they
delight, and others encourage them, in thus Adding
themselves. For their benefit, and for the interest
of others, we present this article; vhile it is serious m
its nature, it is suited to a humorous magazine, m
that it may prevent to some extent the annual jofe.
- • • ^v- V,\J1 iCV^VCVA S3V/ Vlic*v
nil truth will harmonize perfectly.
He must be equally sane when any
one of these bibles seems to con-
flict with the printed Bible, an-
other portion of God's revelation.
Perhaps his first impression, or
somebody else's interpretation that
Je has accepted, is not accurate,
J.01' some reason. A little real
taith, coupled with the time ele-
ment, is worth vastly more than
1 —Vsure bluster which often
pass for faith or science,
finest faith takes all of
or architecture. The Scriptures
are, however, par excellence, the
text-book on religion — the me
of God in the soul of man and as
such are both inspired and infalli-
ble Infinitely better than the
Vedas or the Koran, or any other
religious writings, they alone por-
tray the way of Salvation for sin-
ful and tempted men. Thousands
of college bred men and women can




The first two chapters of Gen-
esis, for instance, present two ac-
counts of the creation of man.
They cannot be accepted in a
literal scientific sense, and yet
poetically each amplifies the other;
the first magnifying the divine
image in the human; the other
showing the inter-dependence of
the sexes—both of them
such stupendous truths
that the most modern
science is still trying to




tific truth than the
Egyptian, Babylonian or
Greek. But its out-
standing superiority is
the great truth appear-
ing in the very first
verse, and continuously
implied throughout the
whole account: "In the
beginning, God." If we
read Genesis sympathet-
ically, as a pictorial sum-
mary of an orderly crea-
tion by a self-existant,
living Jehovah, of whose
nature the whole uni-
verse is an expression and all law a
transcript, we can also go to chem-
istry, physics and biology to study
atoms, gravitation and life evolu-
tions, and not merely retain our in-
tellectual honesty, but secure the
truest poise and enthusiasm for
truth of any sort. Facts that are
true can never hurt a faith that is
real; and the college man of this
generation can throw off all the
himTrust God and keep his mind
8 T H E F L A M I N G O
clear, and he will find that Jesus
knew, when he said, "The truth
shall make you free."
It is well to notice that the Bible
itself offers no exact theory as to
God's manner of creation. The in-
stantaneous, mechanical, manufac-
ture explanation is just as much a
theory as evolution (and far less
satisfying, as it is so sadly out of
joint with God's other Bibles). To
be sure the evolutionary theory is
only a theory, it is not proved. But
the same is true of the law of uni-
versal gravitation. Neither can
ever be proven absolutely; both are
mere inductions which are, up to
the present time, the most satisfac-
tory explanation of certain facts
furnished by God's whole revela-
tion of himself in the creation and
control of space, ether, stars,
earth, air, water, elements, planets,
animals, man and regenerated
man. Christ, the Eternal Word,
(not to be limited to Jesus, his
human expression) was the Cre-
ator, without pre-existing mater-
ial, of the entire universe. Since
this creation, by orderly, progres-
sive graduations. He is constantly
pervading all things. Unto Him
are all things, also, pointing to a
future stage of evolution, superior
to the present, when the kingdom
of this world shall become the
kingdoms of our Lord, Jesus
Christ.
Evolution then, is not a cause;
it is the method of expression of a
Cause. Materials and theories
cannot originate motion or change
of any sort. Cause itself, is in the
nature of Will—it must be spirit-
ual. The Christian evolutionist
sees: In the beginning, God; in the
next stage, God; in every stage,
God; in every species, God; in
every event, God. Hence he actu-
ally believes in what many Chris-




The air today is very soft—
And inside voices challenge me
To breathe its living perfume forth
As words permit—in poetry.
Words are so simple, and their race
Too soon is run before the heart
Expresses all the joy within
Which only nature's forms im-
part.
The world is green and very fair,
As if some wandering angel
pressed
It to her lips, and left her breath
Which Spring has ever since
possessed. —I. E. A.
NIGHT
The awful grandeur of a starlit
night!
Deep shadows, glowing planets,-
Milky Way,
The dark, black river,-pale horizon
light
Like some protracted, lingering
gleam of day.
Feathery willows, and a wooded
point;
Black mountains rising from the
opposite shore;
Valleys which only mist distin-
guishes
From hills which seem to stretch
forevermore.
God's richest blessing to a weary
world,
Sordid and drab, yet quiet with
day's end;
How full of powerful exaltation
still
To those who have a Friend!
—I. E. A.
THE BUBBLE
She daintily dipped the pipe into
the bowl, raised the stem to her
lips and blew—
A dripping, soapy mass that grew
And swelled and spanned and
rounded true,
And took the rainbow—every hue,
Reflected Heaven and earth anew,
A perfect bubble.
Yet while the marvel hanging there
About to sail off in the air
With color, grace and beauty rare,
And while upheld with greatest
care
'Twas jarred and broken.
A swell of tears came to the eye
Her little heart began to cry.
A thought-then smiles those tears
to dry,










moon, go hide behind a tree.
EFFECTS
If you had seen the
night—
Had the perfume of
met you—
If the grass at your feet haH K
lightly trod— Cl l)een
And the numberless stars had ho
peeping thru — c en
™ f dVT6 dreamed' as yo*h
You too?
If you had seen the mass of cloud*
Grim, portentious, close the view
Of the moon, with anxious, bodinc-
pace, K
Lest one faint ray peep feebly thru
Would your dreams melt to praise
as dreams will do?
Yours too? _ jt E ^
THE DIFFERENCE
The tired little man looked up from
his task
At the turning lathe as he heard
me ask
Amid the factory's whir and roar
"What's Spring to you ?" His wan
face wore
A twisted smile. "What's Spring
to me,
In this hell of sweat ?-it's mockery.
The smoke's as thick, the din as
loud;
The sun is always behind a cloud
Of soot belched out by the fac-
tories' jaws,
Everything here is just as it was!"
A hale young farmer was doing his
chores.
The genial tan of the out-of-doors
Was on his face and a look of con-
tent
As though well pleased with a life
well spent.
"What's Spring to me?" he echoed,
"Why,
It's a mellow sun in a cloudless sky-
It's a time for birds and budding
flowers ,
And the fresh, clean air of refresh-
ing showers.
It's the Queen of the Seasons, Win-
ter nor Fall
Nor Summer compare with
at all!
It's a time for life and hope
T H E F L A M I N G O
Mad May
Gila Monster
It's a bit of heaven sent down
above."
"Is it fair," I thought, as I left If"1
there, , nn\A
"That the man at the lathe shou
have no share , nd
In this as he labors 'mid sweat t»
noise?"
"Is Hebe going to bear her cup
tn Jupiter this morning?"
Mav the flapper, turned quickly
around' from filling her tin cup at
the mossy spring and stared at the
man behind her. For once, per-
haps her crassness was justified,
for he was unusually well-built,
and did look strange in his long
artist's smock.
"I don't get you," said May, hav-
inff completed her inspection. "My
line's the typewriter; but if you
want a drink, why don't you take
o»one! . . ,. . ,
He did, then turned to the girl
who was whisking some mud off
her skirt.
"You remember me perhaps I
"Sure," lied May.
Many speculations have been
made upon flapper psychology.
These have encouraged us to be-
live that, withal, this species is
most vulnerable and impressiona-
ble at times, and not without a
natural hunger for romance. Any-
way, when the little city sten-
ographer looked up from the
sweet, cool spring into a pair of
dark eyes, May worked havoc in
her routine-weary heart.
"Yes, sure I do," May repeated,
quite unabashed, "but I'm sorry to
say I've dropped the name."
"Lancaster Hamilton, of course,
—and you, I think I called Hebe,
didn't I?"
"Maybe you did, whoever she is;
but my name's May. I don't hail
from these parts, though. I come
from N'York. You on a vacation
too?"
"Vacation—Oh!—Did you say a
vacation? No, certainly not a va-
cation!" said the young man vehe-
mently. "My home is here. Come
Jo the bend of the road here and
1 U show you."
What this new hero pointed out
t° her certainly touched her im-
pressionable side. Set back from
J"e roadway, almost hidden by
stnS' ln its immense grounds
»«*>d a capacious modern mansion.
of PX i Wal1 gave the Place an air
01 Delusiveness.
"OhTJ?.Te there?" <lueried May.
• <T *Ce-
stafj^P086 i1: is a considerable
but-' \.£hed the young man,
' « • , exPression suddenly
"Not fate. 'Tis merely a nrnW
choice." — G. W-, * . "Well gosh! I would," she re-
turned without sympathy. Then,
changing, "Why don't you?"
His eyes flashed peculiarly, then
glinted. May thought they had a
wonderful way of lighting up and
darting sparks.
"Well—well," he began, "there
are Others—."
"Say, that's a shame, Mr. Hamil-
ton. Why don't you do some-
thing?"
"Do something? What do you
you mean 'do something?" He
seemed startled .Then he shrugged
his shoulders. "Oh, I can't do any-
thing, if that's what you mean.
It's no use. I've tried for years.
I've been cheated, and I've no
come-back at all. It's no use—ab-
solutely no use, I tell you."
The fire went out in his strange
dark eyes and he put his hand up
to his forehead. Everything sud-
denly seemed quiet. Perhaps May
was thinking how this would sound
in her next letter to the shop-gril
across the hall.
"Oh gee! I'm sorry. I wish I
could do something." May looked
far off into the spring haze of
trees. She liked this eccentric
young man. He was so unlike all
the check-suited drummers she
had known. It must have been be-
cause he was such a swell.
"Maybe you've got some other
property, though?" she queried!
"Yes indeed I have,—a big plan-
tation in the Bermudas." His
voice rose higher. "They haven't
got that yet. Indeed they haven't!
That's where I'm going if—if—"
"Say! I would too. I think it's
awful."
"It's a disgrace, I tell you. My
birthright!—Oh, but that Bermu-
da place—that's a wonder! I just
wish you could see it The whole
place is covered with lilies, gorge-
ous ones. I used to go there for
years at a time. That's where I
painted so many of my famous
canvasses. Perhaps you've seen
some of them."
"I don't just recall," said May.
The flapper suddenly discovered an
awkward pause. She couldn't seem
to talk to this man as she did to
the others. She twisted her hand-
kerchief and looked at her stubby
fingers. It was he who again at-
tempted to resume the conversa-
tion.
"But tell me how my nymph
happened to be drinking at the
spring when I came along."
"What nymphs ?—Oh, me ? I'm
just vacationing—staying down at
that awful Mrs. Dowd's. Say, ain't
she funny, don't you think? You
know you can't get a word out of
her. She just bites them off one
or two at a time when she does
squeak."
"Do I know her!" He flushed
with rage. "I'll say I know her!
And sometime I'm going to make
her talk, just for once. Do you
know—it's she who's keeping me
from my heritage. Yes, I say she
will talk some day."
They had turned back along the
road and had now stopped before
Mrs. Dowd's little cottage.
"Will you walk with me this
evening?" he asked. "Time hangs
so heavily around here."
"Sure, I'd love to! Come around,
I'll go." With which May with-
drew inside to find her landlady
waiting all to severely for her to
appear at dinner.
In the course of the meal May
made an effort at conversation
with her noncommittal companion.
"You know that swell place
around the next bend of the
road—"
"The Hamilton home?"
"Yes. Well why don't Mr. Ham-
ilton own it?"
"Because he's dead." That ended
the conversation, for May speedily
divined that the dour Mrs. Dowd
shared in the conspiracy against
the ousted heir.
That evening the astute May
took pains to be outside the cottage
when Lancaster Hamilton ap-
peared. She walked down the road
to meet him, lest the peering eye
of the woman inside should detect
them.
"Hullo!" she said. "Been daub-
ing?" For he still wore his paint
smeared smock.
"Yes!" he said. "My master-
piece — my own home at sunset!
So much better than the Bermuda
lilies and lizards I used to sketch
in the twilight. I'd take you to
see my new painting except for the
Others."
"I'd love to! It must be awfully
good if you did it."
A o-ain that queer, indescribable
h>ht flashed into his eyes.
"Say! Do you really think so?
You're awfully nice to believe it.
(Continued on page 18.)
JO T H E F L A M I N G O
ROMEO, BEWARE!




Had bills everywhere and he cried
in despair:
"You spend more cash than you
oughter!"
He begged and implored, com-
manded and fumed,
Then cried, "I'll no longer ex-
hortcha.
If you spend any' more, b'gosh
there's the door!
It's too darned hard to sup-
portcha."
"I've labored and slaved till my
hair's turned white
And you're driving me to desti-
tution."
But she laughed at his threats and
ran up the debts,
Till he finally struck a solution.
He sent her to Denison, not far
away,
And she made a big hit in that
region;
She got bids her first day and was
pledged right away
To a handsome young Granville
collegian.
The moral of this little ballad is
clear;
Take heed, every Tom, Dick and
Harry—
Be sure that you find how your
girl is inclined
To spend, 'ere you ask her to
marry! —Ed U. Rated.
It is hard for Westerners to get
on to the ways of the Easterners;
that is, the real Easterners; Chin-
ese, for example. This is illus-
trated by a story told on an attache
of the Embassy at Pekin.
"These Chinese," he said, "are
alike as two peas."
"Yes, or two queues," added the
fat tourist from Bowling Green.
Once upon a time there was a
man who was down on capital,
trusts, and business in general; no,
it wasn't Gompers. But one day
he was seated in the smoker of the
Dixie Flyer, when the man in the
seat with him said, holding out his
paper,
"Here's an item that says if gas-
oline is kept too long it will get
sour; what do you think of that?"
"I think," was the reply, "that
the Standard Oil Company has
bribed the paper."
It is a wise crack that tells when
to laugh.
Take! Oh take! Those lips away!
Osculation is foresworn;
Bacilli, the doctors say,
Make of it a creed outworn.
So thy glance for favor suing
Pleads in vain; there's nothing
doing!
PRIMORDIAL
Gone? And but a moment ago
he was here beside me, his slender
figure only a deeper shade in the
shadow of the old oak silhouetted
against the moon. Apart, in this
silent place, communing with Na-
ture, suddenly I felt his presence
near me. And I looked up thru
the pale darkness, into the lacy
branches, only to find him there—
his face close to mine, and his eyes
— (can I ever forget them?) —
haunting, melancholy with despair,
fiery with a last, desperate hope,
burning down into mine. Then, in
the pulsing darkness, I felt his
arms thrown wildly about me, and
I was drawn close, helpless, in a
savage embrace.
What mattered then that girl—
that cold, marble creature — who
for so many months had harried
my heart with jealous fears?—the
very thought of whom made my
blood hot and my throat dry with
dread? What had she to do with
this — this primal upheaval, this
great pliocene awakening, before
which the world itself has always
stood aghast with wonder?
My tears had fled. My soul
soared to Elysian heights of hap-
piness. I had conquered. But
what a bitter victory, for the de-
sire of my heart had escaped me!
(So I realized when I saw him
land headfirst in the path before
me with a yell of rage.) It was
only my kid brother who had
dropped upon me from above when
I was walking in the park with my
SOMETIMES
And when you're feelin' blue
Just know you are a gettin'
A pack o' things askew.
Your roomy can't quite see
When she's as happy as a bee
Just why her little doggie barks
And snaps, and seems to hug the
ctarK,
The smiles are all too few;
Jt just does seem as tho
There's nothin' you can do.
Your chum's got a sweetheart fine
But you just sit around and pine;
And that's no way to capture one
For all them men folks want, is
fun.
Don't pay to look so glum,
Now he won't come; you've done
Put things all out o' plumb.
best girl — croaking hoarsely: "I'll
sic the fellas on you, cross my
heart, if you snitch to Dad again
that you caught me out wid the
gang!"
IT'S A LOT TO ME,
But nothing to thee!
Oh, the day was fair and so wa.->
she,
But what is that to thee?
Her eyes were bright 'neath the
parasol,
Temptation, turn from me!
We chanced to meet where no one
could see,
But what is that to thee?
Oh, we were young and our hearts
were free,
Thou Temptor, let me be!
Oh, the sun was warm and the
shade was cool,
But what is that to thee?
And if when I met her I played tin1
fool,
Oh, what is that to thee ?
For her eyes were bright and her
lips were red,
But what is that to thee ? ^
Her hair was a curly mist K
her head,
Temptation, turn from me !
If I kissed her there by the shield-
ing tree,
Why, what is that to thee ?
For the day it was fair and so
JL
I Harne Von Gubenstein, famous washerwoman of the visage, says happily married woman does not worry about her
looks but says "it's all over now"
By U, 5. Valspar
_
Thou Temptress, let me be !
You can lead a horse to water-
but you can't make him wasn.
"Show me a woman who does not
want to appear young and flapper-
ish an(j — well we'll admit she's
cuckoo, at least. Women all want
it—we'll admit they do. But how
about the football sex. Men all
hate to grow old, especially the col-
lege senior, but they don't publish
it" in book form, or broadcast it
by radio. And while most men
don't worry if they are not so
handsome that they have to turn
off the light before they look in the
mirror, rest assured that they are
not as indifferent as they would
like to pretend. Some of them are
positively proud of their so imag-
ined beauty."
The speaker was Madame Hel-
lena Von Gubenstein, chalk and
paste specialist for sixty-eight
years for Hong Kong, the Philip-
pines, Borneo, Madagascar, and the
Sandwich Islands, and she sure
ought to know her stuff.
Remember those reports last
winter stating that by transplant-
ing monkey gizzards into several
time-worn relics of the bearded
sex, they became so rejuvenated
that they made 600% in Professor
Livingston's evolution theory test-
er, and they had to ship them to
the jungles? Well, M. Von Guben-
stein helped to do the trick, and it
is no wonder that coming to Amer-
ica she was swamped with letters
from all "unaffiliated" gentlemen
over the thirty year line. (Num-
bering about six million.)
"However this may be," says
Madame, "you cannot expect to
transform a donkey-faced tiller of
mother earth to a five percenter
who has to double bar his door to
eep the women away, or a seventy
J'ear old grandmother into a seven-
teen year old necking fiend." (Al-
•OTDKh we doubt the latter.)
But ugliness can be annihilated,
people would only use proper
•„ ;,ment, and without threater-
' ' the destruction of the ancestral
*ce at that. Three things usually
f i ' the people from making the
;:!"(t ot their beautv possibilities,
the English prof , laziness and
marriage."
"Don't you mean an unhappy
marriage?" I asked.
"No," said Madame, "If the mar-
riage is unhappy the woman usu-
ally keeps on the false makeup in
order to snare some other innocent
bird, but if happy she simply says
'it's all over now so what's the
use.' "
"Most women have an incentive
which spurs them to try to be
beautiful. Sometimes it is the
husband (though rarely), some-
times (if a stenographer) the boss,
the Washington Banquet, his
money, or chapel dates. Women
realize that socially and financially,
success depends upon being pretty.
Men should realize this too but
they seldom do (of course not).
They usually see that their suit
has a knife-edge on, and aviod the
stove-pipe collars, but they seldom
pay any attention to what pro-
trudes above the collar; in fact it
often does not take much time to
care for it.
"Many women resemble men on
this respect; they spend scads of
money on clothes (and we wonder
where), but put scarcely any time
'To snare some other bird.
or trouble on making the face
beautiful. And if they do, it is
only a cement complexion or the
white-wash brush. I don't object
to a little brick dust on a vaseline
base now and then, but most of
these are unreliable and apt to
crack or peel off when needed most,
and they have a tendency to retain
any imprints left by — well you
know. Besides, most camouflages
are harmful to the skin, as they
cause the coefficient of elasticity to
become too low.
"I am sorry to say," says M. Von
Gubenstein, "that American flap-
pers use more of the complexion
dopes than any others. The re-
sult is a tremendous drain on the
world's supply of gold dust and
ashes. I consider that American
girls have a higher beauty rating
than any other nation and it hurts
me to see them spoil it.
"Do you know what tests to ap-
ply to a dope to see if it is good?
If for the skin, is it substantial,
that is, will it crack or peel off ?
When removed does it bring all the
skin with it? Will it stand all
weather conditions, including a
hail storm? Will it hold its color,
even though tested with sulphuric
acid? If it measures up to these
requirements, do not hesitate to
use it."
"Women used to take arsenic to
give themselves a becoming pallor,
but the pallor came too far, and the
undertakers threatened to overrun
the country, so the practice has
stopped to some extent, although
there are some who still follow it
in case they have given up all hope,
and desire a permanent pallor.
"I could give countless examples
of how ugly people can be made to
look at least decent, as I have had
several cases which were pro-
nounced hopeless, and have suc-
ceeded in warping them into the
beauty line to a certain extent at
Ipj^t. But if you will follow some
of the instructions in this article
you will undoubtedly find yourself
in the very best of society before
you realize it."
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"Madam, I ain't had a bite
to eat for one week."
"Why, my man, you stopped
here only three days ago and I
fed you!"
"Well, lady, when one ain't
had nothin' to eat for three
days, does not that make one
weak?"
Verna the Vamp-"Have you any
invisible hair nets?"
Sallie the Salesgirl—"Yes'm."
V. the V. — "Let me see one,
please."
"Did you hear about the man
who ran over himself—"
"Gracious, no!"
"—when he couldn't get anyone
else to run across the street?"
She was a peachy looker; dark
hair, bottomless brown eyes, "A
skin you love to touch" complexion,
curves more dangerous than the
Pike's Peak highway, and a smile
that made the sun himself hide his
face behind a cloud. And the
young man at her side in the auto
\vas quite aware of all that; he
rated her higher than Standard
Oil, yea, Shredded Wheat, Pre-
ferred; but the beauty faded and
the market dropped, when, after a
glance at the instrument board,
she said:
"Oh, the gasoline's running low!
Better drive fast so we can get
back home before it gives out!"
"Sir, your daughter has prom-
ised to become my wife."
"Well, don't come to me for sym-
pathy; you might have known
something would happen to you,
hanging around here five nights a
week!"
"Is your watch going, George?"
"Yep!"
"How soon?"
Weary—"I've had many trials
in my life."
Willie—"Any convictions?"
"And, if that ain't true, I'll eat
my shirt!"
"Aw, quit chewing the rag!"
Anger distorted his grimy vis-
age as he bent over her, prostrate
on the highway. Drops of sweat
stood out from the fuming brow,
a gleam of murder shot from his
buldging eye. The breath of a
madman caressed her side as he
tore away her hood, and gazed deep
into those familiar depths.
He circled the graceful creature,
his tigerish stealth mingled with
herculean strength. His vise-like
grasp tightened to a death clutch.
For moments he fought, his bitter
oaths mingling with her groans.
The prostrate form quivered, rose
in mute agony towards the heav-
ens, sank back to the dust, her
well-portioned lines palpitated for
a second, then silence and im-
mobility.
A groan, a groan, a piercing
wail, a shriek, and he sank to the
ground, the paralysis of the lunatic
shaking his frame.
"There, boys, I've killed her,"—
and even the milk bottles in the
rear of the delivery car removed
their caps and held them across
their breasts in sympathy.
"That's another story," added
the janitor while falling down the
elevator shaft.
"Married yet, ol' man?"
"No, but I'm engaged, and that's
just as good."
"If you only knew it, it's bet-
ter!"
Ray—"Well, I'm going over to
the hospital to be operated on to-
morrow."
Violet—"Good luck! I hope
everything comes out 0. K.!"
"My instructor in English 476/3
told me riot to say 'hair cut.' "
"How's that?"
"He said it was a barbarism."
"Quite the cow's nips," said the
Semite as she bit into the beef.
Abe—"Vat iss de reason for
your success in zelling mules?"
Izzy—"I tink eet iss dot I guar-
antee to stand behind every mule
I sell."
Man— "It does nutmeg
ference; that's what I
What does it sulphur?" .
Druggist - "Fifteen scents -
never cinnamon with so much wit •
Well, I ammonia novice at it'"
What's wrong with this
tence: "The alarm clock laLSen;
the man leaped happily out of
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"This is a good brand of beef t»
said the cowboy as he applied ft.
hot iron to the steer. h
"What is Spring?" cried the noet
m rapture. "Ah, Spring- Sm¥
SPRING-is March 21 toJunTs?'
inclusive." - ' •
It was the event of the in-Pat
HORSEHIDE BALL — the COM
PANY had arrived and been incor
porated. CARDS did a trick and
got a good hand. Just as the
mCvrTBICYCLE spoke. THUNDER
clapped. Immediately CAT-GUT
made a racquet and SKELETON
produced some bones. CARPET
was on the floor in a minute, GIN-
GER snapped, but KETTLE took
the pot. MATRIMONY made a
proposal, and MUCILAGE was a
firm adherent, amid cries of "Stick
with it, GLUE!" Just then the
BROOM swept in and cried, "Make
dust!" DANCE hopped in and
yelled, "Shake a leg!" NAIL took
to the woods, and BARK took to
the tall timber. BUCKET turned
pail and even the CLOCK started
running, but stopped. SCALES
took on weight and lost his bal-
ance. Soon there was nothing in
the room but HINGE who was
caught in the jamb at the door.
— G. W., '26.
"I'm a hot kid," whispered the
glove as it fell into the fire.
"Pa," exclaimed the young col-
lege chap as he rushed into the
room, "I made the relay team!"
"Fine!" replied his pater; "now
you can run upstairs and help your
mother re-lay the carpet!"
"I see my Finnish!" cried the
waiting relative at Ellis Island.






Breathes there a man with soul so
That never to himself hath said;
I'vhen morning gilds the eastern
skies,
\nd deep m Morpheus' arms he
l.-al. off in Dreamland's glamorous
charm —
Then suddenly— Big Ben's alarm!
That grating, jangling, clanging
dinging;
Ceaseless, vexing, cursed ringing-
Blatant, maddening, rhythmic
noise,
Annihilist of Sleep's rare joys;
When he has hurled with rage in-
sane
The rattler through the window-
pane,
"Oh, why this life of work and
worry,
Ceaseless grinding, haste and
hurry,
Schools and books and midnight
gas,
Exams that Plato couldn't pass !
The whole idea must be to keep
A man from getting any sleep!
Mv kingdom for an hour's more
rest !
—But if I miss that English test!
Oh, ye small fishes! Quarter past!
I must get up and make it fast."
If such there breathes, go mark
him well.
One may be living— who can tell?
— G. Wellman, '26.
. "They" tell of Pat and his old
•side-kick, Mike, who were one day
out rowing when the boat sprang a
eak. Pat pulled lustily at the oars,
bidding Mike bail out the water.
t didn't seem to be of much use;
the water rose about them higher
and higher. Pat glanced over his
Pnoulder to see how Mike was com-
l with the bailing. There Mike
at, hands empty, but a look of tri-
umph o his face.
n/^6'" yelled Pat, "Mike, for
Sat water ,mud' ^et to b^^ °^
"Foolish labor, that's all;" calm-
lephed Mike; "I just bored some
nd in? i!16 bottom of the boat>" U all run out soon."
mbcontract.
intern," read the
"B-but I said 'just one!'"
"Sure! I just took ^ one,
then gave it back to you."
and
10Ve y,ou' dearest, more than
ThenaVell! I love you-"
alone ? } eep sti11 and leave me









(Very far after Richard Lovelace)
Alas! And doth milady weep ?
She hath top much of sorrow;
Too many nights divorced from
sleep,
And wedded to the morrow.
Too long a dalliance on the height,
(Tho short and sharp the part-
ing)
And all too slow her cringing flight
To 'scape the cruel light's dart-
ing.
Ah me! And must milady pine
(The bungler!) for her lover?
Her heart is broken! (As for mine-
Methinks it will recover.)
—E. T.
How long would these girls that
dance for fifty hours at a stretch
last if they had a broom in their
hands?
It's tough, I know,
But yet it's so!
"I'm offa women for life!
I know it's a common song,
But I'm offa women for life.
You can easy guess what's
wrong;
I wasn't flattered or held in grace-
Some other boob has won my
place—
All I got was a slap in the face—
So,
I'm offa women for life!"
"Is your husband at home?"
"Just a moment; I'll ask him."
Do others share her lips, and gaze
into her eyes?








Would be her vow
If Eve could see
Her daughters now?
They wouldn't scoff
Or throw a fit;
They'd just be glad
They started it.
If they were here
Old Dad would smile
And say, "My dear,
You're right in style."
"What did you and Mabel do
after the dance?"
"Oh, nothing to speak of."
"0-oh!"
THIS'LL RUSSIA
Count Pineski—"How far is the
Hotel Headoff?"
' Duke Ashski—"Not far."
"Well, how far?"
"Oh, about a bomb's throw."
"I suppose I'll pine away," re-
marked Socrates, raising the cup
to his lips.
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Hear the ringing of the bells,
Rising bells!
What a world of cruelty their
plaintive wail foretells!
How they get you, get you, get
you,
In the icy hour of morn!
While your roommate, you just bet
you,
Cheerfully descends to let you,
In spite of look or scowl of scorn,
Lower down, down, down,
That old window while you frown,
To the wild conglomeration that so
desperately wells
From the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bells—
From the clanging and the twang-
ing of the bells.
II
Hear the next informing bells,
Breakfast bells!
What a world of scantiness their
frightful dole foretells!
Thru the chilly air of morn
The dismal sound makes one for-
lorn!
From the smell of burning oats,
And what with them goes,
What a pungent odor floats
To the turtle-dove that hurries,
while she coats
Her dainty nose!
Oh, from out those sounding cells,




On the Future! how it tells
Of the hunger that impels
To the singing and the ringing
Of the bells, bells, bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bells—
To the wailing and the hailing of
the bells!
They have invented "balloon
tires," that take all the jolts out of
auto riding. Now what will we do
for Ford jokes?
Willie fell in the molasses
Barrel in the shed;
"Now I'll lick you, Willie!"
His angry mother said.
"Mr. Jones, is your son a mem-
ber of any secret f reaternity ?"
"Well, he thinks he is, but he
talks in his sleep."
"I'm at the root of the matter,"




Hear the loud alarm bells,
Old Class Bells!
What a tale of torture, now, their
turbulency tells!
In the startled ear of those
Who have not as yet arose,
Too much horrified to speak,
They can only shriek, shriek
Out their woes!
In a clamorous appealing to the
help of their roommates
In a mad expostulation with the
thought of coming fates,
Rushing faster, faster, faster,
With accelerated rates
And a resolute endeavor
Now—to get there now or never,
With the professor's other foes.
Oh, the bells, bells, bells,
What a tale their terror tells
Of Despair!
How they clang and clash and roar!
What a horror they outpour,
As the student tears her un-
curled hair!
Yet the ear it fully knows,
By the twanging
And the clanging,
How the danger sinks and swells
By the sinking or the swelling in
the anger of the bells,
Of the bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bells-—
In the clamor and the clangor of
the bells!
I'm glad I'm not persnickety
About the things I eat;
You see, I like them all the same—
To me they're all a treat.
But when I gaze 'round in the Sem,
It sometimes seems to me
That those who do not like them all
Must often hungry be!
Those college men who don't
wear knickers doubtless gave
theirs away when they put on long
pants.
Or maybe they think knickers
are effeminate.
IV
Hear the latest of those belk
Bed bells!
What a world of last good-nityhK
their melody compels! &
On the steps at dark of night
How they shiver from affright
At the voice of close-abidim,
dean—01 her tone!
For every sound that floats
From the wrath within her throat
Calls forth a groan!
And the young men-ah, tjie young-
men, ' *
They that are dismissed at ten
Are all alone,
For the stopping, stopping, stop
ping,
Of the muffled nervous tone,
By the dean has caused much'hop-
ping
Of each one to his own home.
The dean is a frightful kind' of
woman,
She is terribly inhuman,
She is cruel!
For she makes the young men hop,
When she stops, stops, stops,
Stops
Their visit by the bells!
And her heart with pleasure swells
At the ringing of those bells.
And she dances and she yells:
Keeping time, time, time,
In a sort of Runic rhyme,
To the throbbing of the bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells—
To the sobbing of the belles;
Keeping time, time, time,
As she knells, knells, knells,
In a happy Runic rhyme,
To the tolling of the bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bells—
To the moaning and the groaning
of the belles.
—Howard.
What we call anticipating the
demand is a car card we saw on
April fifteenth, advertising "New
Fall Styles Now on Display."
"The bright, sunny day
Will soon pass away;
Remember what I say, ^
Take your coat, dear!'
"Here's where I see the pearly
gates," said the canary bird, as P
burst into song.
Twinkle, twinkle, little light, ^
What can make you shine
bright,
In the parlor where I go ?
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a local paper there recently appeared an ac-
count of the derailment of a Big Four pas-
senger train in Columbus. It told of how the
train, forty minutes late, was running at a
speed of seventy miles an hour; how some of
the passengers were at breakfast, some still
in their berths; how at a grade crossing it
collided with a heavy touring car; and how
the engine jumped the tracks and turned
over with four of the coaches. Several
people were killed, many seriously hurt, and
traffic stopped for some time. It was a very
deplorable accident; more deplorable because
it was caused by an evil which should have
been eliminated long ago; but steps have not
even yet been taken to prevent the recur-
rence of similar episodes. On the contrary,
the very opposite action was taken; the de-
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tails of the regretable incident were re-
counted on the front pages of newspapers
throughout the country.
These papers seized upon it in their usual
thoughtless manner, seeing in its uniqueness
some fancied news value, and brazenly broad-
casted it, utterly forgetful of the public good.
It is a common fault of the press thus to seek
for, and poison the minds of its readers with,
anything which is of popular interest, par-
ticularly if it savors even a little of the curi-
ous, the unusual, the strange. Because of
this detestable habit, the amateur hold-up
youth knows exactly how to handle his re-
volver, what to say, as he relieves the poor
filling station attendant of his day's receipts:
the embryo Jesse James receives full instruc-
tions as to posting his accomplices, parking
his motor, and tipping the guards, as he
lightens the load of the pay roll truck; and
the veriest tyro is informed of all the min-
utiae essential to the successful abduction of
his neighbor's automobile. This is a power
of the press not frequently heard of.
It now appears that, not content with aid-
ing ignorant criminals, the same press would
propagate one of our fast-growing gambling
games; a game far worse than even Mah
Jong; a game that daily takes its toll of lives
and property; a game so dangerous that
hitherto it has been in the hands of the
Safety Commission, although doubtless it
will soon be placed on the list supervised by
the Gambling Commission. We refer to the
game of "Damfool," played on any highway
with an automobile, a train, and a "Damfool."
The game is to hit the train with the auto-
mobile, and knock it off the track. Trains
have no business to be permitted to hang
around railroad crossings, anyway, so it is a
perfectly legitimate sport, according to its
devotees. In the past, however, very few
players have succeeded in more than merely
jolting the train a little, and the great ex-
ertion necessary for even that nearly ex-
hausted them; so it became popular but slow-
ly. Now, since the papers have so carelessly
reported the success of the recent Big Four
match, there will probably be a big increase
in the numbers of the followers of the sport,
and many official matches will be held. As
a result, the troubles of the Gambling Com-
mission will be greatly augmented, and in-
cidentally it may become very unsafe to ride
upon trains.
The newspapers should use more foresight
in their curiosity seeking.
SPIKED SHOES—
Ever wear 'em? They're not made to
dance in, or to take a stroll down Broadway
with your girl. Nope! When you wear
spiked shoes, it's better to leave the girl be-
hind; and not only is it better, but it's com-
pulsory. Unless you've got an awful fast
Jane, you can't train for the 220 and the
440 and so on up to 3520, and enjoy Her com-
pany all the time; and it's a hard drag on
your dual personality to throw the ball down
on the diamond and hang around Stone Hall
porch at the same moment. So, the Track
and Baseball men are rather out of luck when
it comes to pursuing the elusive Date; and
it sort of grates on them, when they're trip-
ping lightly over the cinders in their red and
white undies, or catching a hot fly on the tip
oi their sore finger, to think about the flat-
chested, round-shouldered, slick-haired Snug-
gle Puppies whispering sickly nothings in
Her ears. That is one of the hardships of
Varsity work in the Spring.
,. Spiked shoes—ever wear 'em? Those cute
little track slipers, with some half-dozen long-
nails in the soles; if you don't step just right
when you run in them, they'll catch in the
ground and throw you down. Or maybe
when you're sprinting at the finish you'll
stagger a bit because you can't see straight,
stumble, and slice open the calf of your leg.
That rates high too. Spiked shoes—ever try
one of the distance runs in them? Ever
start the last hard quarter with your feet
weighing a ton apiece, your throat raw, your
stomach twisted into a ball from the cramps,
and the fellow behind looking as fresh as a
daisy and gaining on you ? Or did you ever
take a two-twenty in them, and fight your
legs over the last fifty yards? And maybe
lose? That is another one of the hardships
of Varsity work in the Spring.
Spiked shoes—if you ever wore them, you
know the sand of the fellows that wear them
for Denison now. And you'll back the Team.
If you never wore them, if you think "any-
body can do that," I call your bluff. Put
them on—work out with the rest some night
—you'll learn the sand of the fellows that
wear them for Denison now. And you'll
back the Team!
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MAD MAY
(Continued from page 9.)
You're the first person to say so."
Again May experienced that
queer little feeling of not knowing
what to do with her hands. "Say!
ain't it a grand night ?" she sighed.
"It's a most unusual night. I
can just see the fox fires blazing
all over the Bermuda swamps.
Listen! Can you hear music?"
May strained her ears. To her,
only the birds were chirping their
sunset notes. She had not yet
learned what is, perhaps, the
sweetest music of the out-doors.
And yet it must be music if he
thought so.
"Yes. Ain't it sweet!"
"It's Pan—the satyrs, the fauns,
the nymps, all joining in a sylvan
dance. Don't you wish you were
a nymph and I a faun ?"
"Yes, sure I do. Wouldn't it be
grand? I just love to dance! Don't
you?"
"You should see them dance in
Bermuda! They haven't a thing
on it here! I say—I'm going to go
back there and get out of all this
mess! — there where I can have
what really belongs to me."
She thought he looked so res-
olute and manly then. There came
another lapse in the conversation.
For May the whole situation was
simply too glorious for description,
even in that well-planned letter for
the shop-girl across the hall. But
while the stenographer was giving
her thoughts free rein, a brown
study seemed to have enveloped
him. It began to grow dark, and
the road before them became dim-
mer in the half-light.
"We'd better get back," said
May finally.
"Back where?" said he, obvious-
ly startled out of his reveries.
"Back to Bermuda?"
"Bermuda? — Who's talking
about Bermuda ? I ain't — that's
sure."
"Oh—so you weren't. You were
saying—"
"No, Mr. Lancaster, I wasn't
saying nothing."
"Oh, so you weren't."
Silence again, broken only by a
slight breeze through the bushes.
A rabbit darted across the road:
May was startled. She wasn't at
all used to the out-of-doors.
"Say—what kind of animals do
you have here, anyway?" she de-
manded.
"Animals? Very tame ones—-
perhaps with the transmigrated
souls of our ancestors."
"Gee, you're a heathen, ain't
you ? I didn't know people believed
stuff like that now!"
He ignored her comment.
"But in the West Indies the liz-
ards provide the best study for
transmigration of souls."
"Say — don't talk to me about
lizards!—Did you ever visit Bronx
Park?"
"Seems to me I have—I'm not
sure. They have a marvelous sys-
tem there for caring for the dumb
beasts, haven't they?"
"I don't know. I only go there
on Sundays, and the crowd's too
big to see anything."
Around a bend in the road the
brilliant headlights of a car lit up
the side of the curve before the
machine came in sight.
"Quick!" cried Hamilton, and
jumped into the heavy shade of a
tree at one side of the road, drag-
ging May with him.
"What on earth!—"
"I think it's the Others!"
With no commotion whatever
the car rolled past, leaving the two
to resume their walk home.
"May," he said suddenly.
"Well, I'm right here!" she re-
torted freshly.
"Don't you wish this were a Ber-
muda evening?"
"A which? D'you mean don't I
wish we was in Bermuda together
now?"
"Exactly. May — will you go
there with me? — Oh, you must
understand! I must get out of
here! It's intolerable. I've at
least known you before, and I im-
agine you would like it there. Will
you go ?"
"Oh my dear!—Bermuda? Gee,
but that sounds grand! I—I go
there with you? Oh, Lancaster,
I'd just love to!"
"All right, then tomorrow morn--
ing—early."
May did her best to sleep that
night, but outside leafy May kept
whispering little messages in to
her. At last she went to the win-
dow and watched the new-born
leaves quiver when the wind
stirred. The air of a popular song
came into her head, and she
whistled so softly that only she
could hear, "Tomorrow, tomorrow-
how happy I shall be!" Then she
stopped. Was it possible that Mrs.
Dowd was moving around down-
stairs? Or was that faint noise
the sound of footsteps on the
grass? She strained to hear it
again. Then, directly under her
window, passed the shadow of a
man—and in his hand was some-
thing bright-a flashlight, perhaps.
She remembered the night a burg-
lar had stolen VlPV iarlp
She had had her picture in
paper for having given th«
But it was different here
was no one to call excent
Dowd, and May decided in f
the intruder. He probably
go away without disturbing.
upstairs. te
Then from far off down the
came the hum of an
, , ,told her there was nothing unusuS
m that— cars passed all the time
This one, however, did not pass ft
stopped very abruptly, two men
jumped out, and started runnimr
heavily across the lawn. Then Mav
smelled smoke, and saw the red
glow of fire lighting up the yard
And in that glow stood fully r&
vealed the figure of a man she
knew.
"Lancaster Hamilton !" she
shrieked.
He jumped back into the
shadow, saw the approaching fig.
ures, and started to run.
"It's the Others!" he cried, as
two more emerged from the car
and took up the chase.
One corner of the house near the
ground was fairly well kindled. It
took some considerable work, with
the help of neighbors under the
direction of Mrs. Dowd, to extin-
guish it. May did not faint. She
helped with the rest, and when it
was over, accosted one of the men.
"Tell me," she said, "what it all
means. This Lancaster Hamilton —
where — "
"Means!" he snapped back. "An
escaped lunatic, of course. Seems
he had some grudge against Belin-
dy Dowd here, goodness knows
what for! All the time he was
raving about the Bermudas, and
saying he owned the asylum up
yonder."
"The asylum?"
"Sure. The Hamilton Home.
The extra hour of daylight idea
is all 0. K. so far as it goes; but
what would make the biggest mj
with us is an extra hour or so o»
moonlight.
"Madam, will you walk—
Madam, will you talk—
Madam, will you walk and
with me?"
"No, I will not walk;
No, I will not talk; ,
One so slow as that does not
, T»
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AH! BITTER GRIEF
Out of the darkness and the night,
Only a silence bleak and bare.
What sorrow could be harsh as
this—
To see him lie so stilly there?
A silver halo round his face,
(So pale and peaceful seems his
sleep)
His restless hands are stilled at
last,
His ringing laugh the echoes
keep.
Oh lovely infant! Wake again.
These are but dreams that idly
flock;
Thy last, long sleep? It must not
be—
My Baby Ben alarm clock!
—E. T.
THE HAIR-BRAINED BOY
Blessings on thee, college man,
Heaven help thee, if it can!
With thy brightness, brighter still,
All from cramming on the Hill;
With thy flopping overshoes,
And thy many unpaid dues;
But thy faults I would not pan—
I was once a college man!
Oh, for the dizzy college days!
Pleasure bills that no one pays,
Fun that laughs at Law and Rule,
Knowledge never learned in school;
How to shoot a wicked line;
How to pick a banjo tune;
How to stall from Fall to June;
How to frivol evenings gay;
How to lie in bed all day;
One thing always doing—
The vamping Janes and Jills pur-
suing ;
Always loving, longing, yearning,
Little tricks of conquest learning;
From my heart I wish thee joy—
I was once a Hair-Brained Boy!
Oh, for thy own carefree way!
Raising the devil every day;
Cutting up thy kiddish pranks;
Everything but robbing banks;
Fooling- profs with Latin "pacers,"
Throwing chalk and felt erasers;
Where you go things disappear,
Anything for a souvenir!
Signs, silverware, and pewter
mugs;
Towels, ornaments and empty
jugs;
Where'er you go the owners chafe,
Lock up the doors, nail down the
safe!
But blessings, fellow, where'er you
be;
I, too, was once a nut like thee;
I, too, by college was hard hit;
But I, thank God, got over it!
Co-ed, referring to the track
man in the distance — "Gee,
but don't you think it is a little
chilly yet to be out without
stockings, professor?"
Professor, absently—"Well,
why didn't you wear them?"
One Preacher—"My dear, what
would you think of a preacher who
took a couple up in an aeroplane
and married them just for the sen-
sation?"
Better Half—"Oh, I would think
he was flighty."
One Preacher (soberly) — "My
dear, why do you suppose Senator
Nicholson, of Colorado, refuses to
be operated on by Mayos until Dr.
Work comes from Washington ?"
Better Half-"Because Dr. Work
is Secretary of the Interior."
Ed has a wonderful girl,
Her real name is Edna Sutter,
But he calls her "Oleomargarine,"
'Cause he hasn't any but her.
"That beats me!" said the car-
pet, indicating- a wooden handled
wire contraption.
Little gobs of garbage,
Salt and pepper a dash,
Make a swell confection;
The waiters call it hash.
"That chocolate bar's plumb
nutty!" exclaimed the striped
mint.
"You should have named that
little boy 'Flannel.' "
"Why?"
"Because, he shrinks from wash-
ing."
There used to be a large 0-1,
factory outside of one of our wT
cities, and like all of its kind it w«'
notorious for the delicacy Of th
perfume that wafted from it A
commutation train ran close by it
every morning. One of the reeu
lar passengers on this train was q
sweet young stenographer in a
-down-town office; and her rating of
the glue factory's brand of sachet
was low. So she was accustomed
to carry a small bottle of smelling
salts with her, and as the danger
zone was reached she would seek
relief in her own brand of incense!
One morning a grizzled old farmer^
who had never traveled over the
line before, sat in the seat opposite.
The glue factory came in sight, the
girl opened her bottle, and held it
close to her dainty nose. The
farmer watched the proceedings
interestedly. Then, as the train
came nearer, the smell of the fac-
tory began to permeate the car.
It grew stronger; the farmer eyed
the stenographer with disapproval.
It became stifling, and the farmer
glared malevolently at her. At
last he could stand it no longer,
and disgustedly he leaned across
the aisle, tapped upon the arm of
the seat and roared, "Young
woman, would you mind putting
the cork back in that bottle ?"
Residents of Columbus, 0., are
shocked upon the discovery of
grave robbery in their city. Tut,
Tut!
It's Coue this and Coue that,
It nearly drives me blooey!
This spring I guess the turtle doves
Will bill all day and coo-ie.
"There's blood in my eye!" cried
the surgical needle after the opera-
tion.
Lives of burglars oft remind us
We can waste our lives in crim^-
And, departing, leave behind us ~-
Junk heaps on the road of time.
-Little Bo-Peep has lost her sleep,
But doesn't seem to mind it;
She'll dance again, 'way after ten-
She doesn't want to find it!
"She's got hot lips," crooned the
jazz-hound as the spiritualist mei
um spit fire.
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Co—"Gee, weren't those Romans cruel?"
Code—"Why?"
Co—"It says here that they paddled the
Roman galleys."
Grace—"You can't trust a man two inches
away from you!" ,
Full—"You can't trust most of them that
close."
Old Resident (back on a visit)—"Did Mr.
Weekly die?" , ,
Undertaker—"Well, if he didn't, I played
an awfully dirty joke on him!"
"How come the Limited stopped at th'
crossin' last night?" inquired Si Howcome of
Red Gap.
"Well, bad judgment; bad judgment. Abe
Dumm stopped it; never will learn no better.
Seems how he wuz comin' home from Lafe
Jay's square dance," replied Lem Tuggle,
"and mistook the headlight for a fire-fly.
Once and for all, Oswald, checks are not
forged at a blacksmith's.
S. Y. Thing—"Do tell me, Fred, how you
keep your hands so soft!"
Freddie—"Oh, I sleep with my gloves on."
S. Y. T.—"How interesting! And do you
sleep with your hat on, too ?"
There was a dumb Freshman on the R. O,
T. C. rifle range the other day. He wasted
fifty rounds of ammunition, but didn't even
graze the bullseye. The Captain got sore.
"You can't hit the side of an elephant! Go
off behind that tree and shoot yourself in the
head!"
The Freshman faded from sight. There
was a lapse of a few minutes, and then a shot
was heard in the direction of the tree. The
Captain went white, and sprinted wildly
toward it. Just as he reached it a powder-
smoked face peered around the trunk, and
the Freshman came to attention.
"Sorry, Sir!" he reported; "Another
miss!"
"Nora, you didn't clean this fish!"
"Deedy no, meum! Aint he done lived all
his life in the water?' '
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"Who are these guys who carry the
Chinese puzzles around all the time?"




"What do you think of that violinist's
playing ?'
"Why, George, I thinks he's wonderful!"
"But he flats so terribly—"
"Oh, but his hair is so gorgeous!"
Judge—"Does the prisoner plead guilty or
not guilty?"
Rastus—"Not guilty, yo' honah."
Judge—"Has the prisoner ever been in
court before?"
Rastus—"No, Sah, Ah neber stole nothin'
before, sah."
The little girl was lost, and the big police-
man was trying patiently to find out her
name; but it was hard work. Finally he
said:
"What name does your mother call you?"
"Why, she doesn't call me any names; she
likes me."
"Do you take this man for better or
worse ?"
"Well, he claims he's better, but I take him
for worse."
Hubby (in his sleep)—"James, I'll raise
you ten."
Wifey (over-hearing)—"The dear boy is
so good to his employees! And business is
slow, now, too!"
"Too bad, old man, that you lost your leg
in that wreck! We all—"
"Now, now, don't take on! I aint a mite
sorry; I had a devil of a bunion on that foot!"
Here you are! "Kiss" is a noun, generally
used as a conjunction; it is never declined;
it is not singular, and it is always used in the
plural; it agrees with me; it is more common
than proper.
"The divorce court failed to give you con-
trol over your children?"
"Oh yes! But I don't care; I never did
have much control over them, anyway."
First Semite—"Where's Betty ?"
Second Semite—"She's over eating in the
Dining Hall."
F. S.—"Overeating in the Dining Hall?
That's impossible!"
Down in the front pew of a fashionable
church a man sat with his head bent and
eyes closed. An usher came down the aisle,
and nudged him.
"Wake up!" he whispered; "the preacher
is annoyed if anyone sleeps."
"I aint asleep."
"Yes you were."
"No I wasn't I haven't got cheek enough
to look a man in the face who is preaching
such a rotten sermon as this!"
"Sir, I have come to ask for your daughtei
in marriage—"
"Can you support a family?"
"Beg pardon, sir; I only asked for the
girl."
A Reign Check,
You will find here a great variety of
SMART COATS, CAPES, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SPORT SKIRTS,
SWEATERS, MILLINERY, UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES,
NECKWEAR, JEWELRY, PURSES, TOILET ARTICLES, EVER-
SHARP PENCILS and PENS at REMARKABLY LOW PRICES,
and always a cheerful willingness to show them.
John J. Carroll
60-62-64 Hudson Avenue
E M E R S O N
Admired! Spring Suits
For Style—For Fabric—For Tailoring
These Suits are of real quality—made
to exacting specifications.
Dobb's Hats — Dobb's Caps
MANHATTAN and EAGLE SHIRTS
Trunks — Suit Cases — Bags
Roe Emerson
The Men's Apparel Store
Cor. Third and Main Newark, Ohio
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Walk-Over
No matter wrhat the occasion
Walk-over can fill the order.
New spring shoes for men and women have arrived. You'll find what you want here
from the heavy broque type oxford for men to the dainty satin pumps for women.




Denison ) ( Walk-over
• ̂  ' r^TT A Tl/r-r-»T/"v-»T^ J
—CHAMPIONS— in
Shoes
"Where There's A WILL TO SAVE"
there is always a way and "THE
OLD HOME" will gladly open the
way for you by opening your
"OLD HOME" savings account.
Put the same spirit into your
saving that you put into your
studies or your recreation, and
saving too will aid your future
success.
"HOME OF 100% SAFETY"
North Third and West Main Sts.
Newark, Ohio
Ankele's Spring Flowers
are of the choicest selections—
fine, healthy specimens—glori-
ous in their beauty and purity.
They will give an added
charm to the Spring Party
and remind you, at this most
beautiful season, of the great
awakening of Mother Nature.
The Ankele Floral Co.
Phones: 8218,1840
GRANVILLE NEWARK
S. E. Morrow & Son
Dry Goods and Notions




Mr. Ryley—"Why are yez decorating, Mrs.
Murphy?"
Mrs. Murphy—"Me b'y, Denny, is comin'
home this day."
Mr. Ryley — "I thought it was for foive
years he wuz sent up ?"
Mrs. Murphy—"He wuz; but he got off a
year for good behayvure."
Mr. Ryley—"An' sure, it must be a great
comfort, for ye to have a good b'y loike
that,"—Medley.
Hobb—"The other night as I was reading
ghost stories, a female shape suddenly ap-
peared before me!"
Slobb—"Specter?"
Hobb—"Lord, no! Wouldn't have been
scared if I had."—Wisconsin Octopus.
HERE, KITTY
First Sister—"I'm going to sell kisses at
the charity ball to-night. Do you think ten
cents apiece is too much to charge for
them?"
Second Sister—"No, I guess not. People
expect to get cheated at these charity
affairs."—Sun Dodger.
"Hey, Roomie! Can I borrow your red
sweater ?"
"Sure. Why all the formality of asking?"
"Darn it, I can't find it anywhere!"
"What did you learn about in Sunday
School today, my little man?" inquired a kind
neighbor.
"Oh, about God."
"But you've heard about God before, have
you not?"
"Yes, sir, when Daddy's radio thing wont
work."
She—"Are you familiar with the score of
this opera?"
He—"No! But never mind the score—just




Headquarters for a Most Complete
— Line of —
CAMPUS AND SPORTS' WEAR
In our store you will always find Dame
Fashion's latest dictates. We are now
featuring golf sweaters and separate
skirts.
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Commencement Gifts
Our line of gifts were never











The Boss—"Simpkins, you've been drink-
ing again. Now once and for all let me tell
you that I'll do all the drinking that's done
around here."
Simpkins—"You can't sir. It 'ud kill you
in a week."—Goblin.
QUICK WORK
Big Negro — "Look here, Sambo, what
would you do if you wuz to git a letter from
datKuKluxKlan?"





Mortuary 129 E. Broadway
Phone 8126 Granville, Ohio
The Students' Choice
SOUTH SIDE RESTAURANT
Home Made Pies a
Specialty
'A GOOD PLACE TO EAT'
First Roommate—"What did you lose?"
Second Roommate—"Nothing, why?"
First Roommate — "I saw you fixing up
your desk today."—Lord Jeff.
Medical Expert—"When the eyes are shut
the hearing becomes more acute."
Jones—"I have noticed people trying this
experiment in church."—Chicago News.
Jane-"Mamma, why do they wax people?"
Mama—"They don't. Where did you ever
get that idea?"
Jane—"I heard papa tell Mr. Jones that
when you were away this summer the parties
waxed Mary."
Sonny Finkelstein — "Fadder, was your
beeples vell-to-do?"
Fadder Finkelstein—"Nein, son, dey vas
hard to do."—Tar Baby.
Teacher—"Take this sentence: 'Let the
cow be taken out of the lot.' What mood I
Pupil—"The cow."—Texas Scalper.
First Cannibal—"I have a stomach ache.
Second Cannibal—"It must be that under-
graduate."—Goblin.
He—"Darling, I love you better than any-
thing I know.'
She—"That can't be so very much.
—Gargoyle.
He—"Have you ever smoked before?^
She—"Before every one but mother."
—Panther.
TheTGranville Filling Station
" S e r v i c e " I s O u r M o t t o
Corner of Broadway and Cherry
Phone 8841




Give Me a Call
Newark, Ohio
Arcade
For Fine Shoe Repairing
— try the —
























Greek Maid Corsets, Girdles and Corselets





"The Hardware Store on the Corner"
Phone 8214
Granville, - Ohio
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ENROLL IN:
The Newark Business College
21J/2 W. Main St.
New Classes Every Monday Morning.
Good Positions for Graduates,
Phone 1092
GEORGE E. ALVOID, President
Newark, Ohio
Tree—"I'll drop
in you some day!"
Brook—"I'll be
dammed if you do!"
We have been having some punk weather
this Spring-. Why last Spring it was as
warm as July away back near the first of
April, but this year the cold seemed to hang-
on forever; there was even a little talk about
playing football instead of baseball, along in
April when the days were dreary and the
nights shivery. But all that talk about the
weather was summed up mighty well by an
old farmer around here who was heard to
say,
"You know, it 'pears like this year we're
agittin' nine months of winter and three
months of doggone cold weather!"
Kind Old Gentleman (at the Beach)—"Are
you digging a hole, my little man?"
My Little Man (from Boston)—"No, my
good fellow! On the contrary, I am remov-
ing the sand with my spade and this decor-
ated galvanized receptacle; the hole will be
left."
THE FIRST LESSON
"Have you ever had any business experi-
ence?" asked the self-made man.
"No, sir," replied the brisk applicant for a
a job. "I'm just out of college. But I have
a diploma."
"Well, you look like an intelligent young
man. I'll give you a trial."
"Thank you, sir. What's the first thing
you want me to do ?"
"The first thing I want you to do is to for-
get that diploma."-Birmingham Age-Herald.
The new maid called her mistress agitated-
ly. "I jes' wants you all t' know," she said,
pointing to a statuette of Venus, "befor' I
stahrts hyar, I didn't knock de arms off'n dis
hyar monument. Hit was dat-away when I
come in!"—Froth.
Newcomer—"Can you direct me to Green-
wich Village ?"
New Yawker—"Can it be that you mean
Greenich Village?"
Newcomer—"Yes."
New Yawker—"Ten block to your right,
fifteen to your left, etc., etc."
Newcomer—"Thanks. Oh, by the way,
can you tell me where one can buy a good
sanich?"—Sun Dodger.
Lecturer—"Allow me, before I close, to re-
peat the words of the immortal Webster."
Hayseed (to wife)—"Land sakes, Maria,
let's git out o' here. He's a-goin' ter start
on the dictionary."—Princeton Tiger.
WHAT'D SHE CARE?
The fair co-ed was fair, indeed, but to her
lessons she gave no heed. On the campus a
group of female seniors had her under dis-
cussion. It was all more in sorrow than in
anger.
"That girl is silly," declared one.
"So silly she'll never graduate," asserted
another.
"Never mind," remarked the third, "she
wont need to."
"Why not?" chimed the chorus.




Philadelphia Diamond Grid Batteries
"ABOVE the CROWD"
stands the man who is smartly dressed,
who has learned, as Shakespeare said,
"Clothes do not make but proclaim the
man."
Would you be well dressed, with be-
coming style and character, in suit or
overcoat?
Then let us show you a selection from
the line of Kincaid-Kimball Clothes—
"Famous for Fine Tailoring." Even the
prices will appeal to you.
New Hats, Shirts and Furnishings
Grafter & Brashear
No. 5 So. Park Place
"Where the Best is Sold"
A chap was calling on a very beautiful girl.
She was upstairs adding the last charming
touches to her costume, also a faint flush to
her cheeks and a sweet moistness to her ver-
milion lips already irresistable in their appeal
for fervent kisses. While downstairs, her
younger sister, aged nine, had seriously
taken upon herself the task of entertaining
the visitor. So, upon the expectant girl's
final appearance she found her wee sister
cuddled up on the chap's lap, resting her
pretty curled head against his shoulder.
"Why, Mary, what do you mean by acting
like this? Get down at once and run along
to mother."
"Won't neither. I was here first."
—Princeton Tiger.
Artillery Rookie (about to take his first
lesson in horsemanship)—"Sergeant, please
pick me out a nice, gentle horse."
Stable Sergeant—"D'ja ever ride a horse
before?"
Rookie—"No."
Sergeant—"Ah! Here's just the animal
for you. He's never been ridden before. You
can start out together."-Black and Blue Jay.
Surgeon—"Your minister is here. Do you
want to see him before we begin the opera-
tion?"
Patient—"No sir! I don't care to be
opened with prayers."—Juggler.
CHAS M. MEARS
Phone 8137 Granville, 0.
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Busses and Touring Cars for Special Trips
PHONE 8256 or 8283
RUFUS F. JOHNSON
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
South Side Broadway
Dry Cleaning Done at
CALLENDERS
PHONE 8141
Work Called for and Delivered
L. C. Fisher, Garage
Repairing and Accessories
U. S. and Oldfield Tires
Genuine Ford and Chevrolet Parts









NOT so many years ago(when some of usourselvs wer under-
graduates) the collej student
was a hoodlum. Today he's as
conservativ as can be—but
with definite expression of
his individuality none the less.
Witness, John Ward Shoes.
They ar made to meet the
tastes of collej men: dignified,
but carrying a note of real
distinction.
The John Ward representativ
displays in
Watch Flamingo Bulletin
for announcement of our
representative's arrival.
Scores in NewYorkJJrpoklyn,Newark
Phila.-*. Address for Mail Orders
HiDoone street-NewYorkCity
Printing Engraving Embossing
GOOD PRINTING—We make a specialty of all kinds of
College and Commercial Printing.Particular attention is
given School, Fraternity and Sorority Publications. A new
series of Poster Type recently installed is suitable for two-
color printing.
NEW PROCESS EMBOSSING—We have installed a new
machine for this class of printing and the work done is
becomnig very popular. The next time you order Letter
Heads, Envelopes, Business Cards, Menu Covers, Pro-
grams, etc., ask about it.
PLATELESS ENGRAVING—"Engraving with the Feel."
This process is equal to copper plate engraving in many
respects and it requires an expert to tell the difference
from hand engraving. This process can be used on all
kinds of Invitations, Visiting and Business Cards.
TIMES OFFICE
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'GETjTHE riABIT'
Successors to
THE A. L. NORTON CO.






"Brown is certainly robbing the cradle."
-How's that?"
"Why that Freshman he's rushing proved
to be eleven years old in the psychology
test."—Sour Owl.
ghe__"Hasn't that girl a lovely face?"
He "She ought to have, she's got every-
on it but an intelligent expression."
~ -j» *- • i—Mink.
"I hear your father is ill."
"Yes."
"Is his malady contagious?"
"I hope not; the doctor says he is suffering
from overwork."—Bison.
"Jack and Emily are going to be married."
"Emily! I thought she was one of these
modern girls who don't believe in marriage."
"So did Jack."—Lampoon.
Warden, to murderer in electric chair—"Is
there anything you would like to do or say
before I push the fatal button?"
Thoughtful Murderer — "Yes, kind sir, I
would like to get up and give my seat to a
lady."—Punch Bowl.
Prof. — "Do you know what the story of
'Paradise Lost' is about, Mr. Jones?"
Jones (awakening and turning angrily to
his seatmate who had just given him a warn-
ing jab)— "What the devil did—"
Prof, (interrupting) — "Correct."
— Showme.
Kid Sis— "See here Sue, I thought that
mother told you not to encourage that young
man."
Big Sis— "So she did — but he doesn't need
any encouragement."— Juggler.
Customer— "I'll take two eggs and a cup
01 coffee without cream."
Waitress— "Sorry sir. You'll have to take
« without milk. We haven't any cream."
— Mink.
"Elsie says I'm the first man that ever
kissed her."
boob! Why, I've kissed her a
times."
Well the statement still stands."— Dirge.
"Dr. Cope's theory works," exclaimed the
enthusiastic young Frosh. "Mabel was feel-
ing blue, but when I made an auto suggestion
for tonight, she brightened right up."
—Couger's Paw.
Diner—"I want some raw oysters. They
must not be too large or too small; not too
salty and not too soft. They must be cold
and I'm in a hurry for them."
Waiter—"Yes, sir. Will you have them
with or without pearls, sir?"
—Black and Blue Jay.
QUALITY is Our First Consideration.
None Better Anywhere
M I N E R V A
Phone 8256
Every One Guaranteed
By Prepaid Parcel Post Six for 55c
A full line of toilet articles at
greatly reduced prices.
FINE C A N D I E S IN F A N C Y B O X E S
City Drug Store
NEWARK, OHIO
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The Granville Bank Company
T7«*«Ui:_l- - J in/tn /Established 1903
GRANVILLE, OHIO
Surplus $10,000
J. S. GRAHAM, President
S. S. DEVENNEY
Directors and Officers:
E. A. SMOOTS, Vice President
E. J. CASE
W. H. KUSSMAUL
C. B. SLACK, Cashier
FRED MILLER
No matter how fast a clock may run, it
always winds up at the same place.—Bison.
Bud—"I was talking to your girl yester-
day."
Jim—"Are you sure you wrere doing the
talking?"
Bud—"Yes."
Jim—"Then it wasn't my girl."—Bison.
CAUTION
They were sitting in the hammock.
"If I should kiss you, would you scream,"
he asked cautiously.
"Well," she answered coyly, "if you did it
properly, I don't see how I could."—Bison.
A bigamist, please get this right,
A bigamist, of course, is
Just a man whose many wives
Outnumber his divorces.
—Lampoon.
Zim—"Why does Andrew always wear
golf knickers ?"
Blim—"He heard that his profs are all
fond of children."—Sour Owl.
FORE!
Mary's flivver had a horn
But the steam train had no bell,
The steam train couldn't stop in time
So the flivver went too too.
—Boston U. Beanpot.
"I don't see where we can put up this lec-
turer for the night."
"Don't worry—he always brings his own
bunk."—Tiger.
ABOUT THIS TIME OF YEAR
Sellist—"Hat, sir? Yes, sir; right this
way, sir. Now here's a style that just suits
a short man."
Sellee—"Indeed! How much ?"
SellisWEight dollars, sir."
Sellee (feeling of pocketbook) — "That
would never suit a man as short as I am."
—Purple Parrot.




for that "Empty Feeling"
Phone 8620
Our plant specializes in the production of high
grade catalogs and advertising matter, as well as
House Organs and other publication work of the
better grade.
A complete Advertising Service Department
is at your command, to assist in planning, design-
ing, copy writing; or in any other way possible
contributing to the efficiency of your advertising
material.
So many others find a connection with us both
pleasant and profitable, that it suggests more than
a possibility of our being able to serve you to your
better satisfaction.
Fourth and Fifth Floors, rear St. Clair Bldg.
MARIETTA, OHIO
For the Best that Money can Buy
— go to —-
Wm. E. Miller Hardware Co.
25 So. Park Place
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
•— with •—
Chi-Namel Varnishes and Stains






WHAT'S COMING TO YOU—
DO YOU ALWAYS GET IT?
THE FLAMINGO-
DO YOU WRITE FOR IT?
DO YOU READ EACH ISSUE?
DO YOU SUBSCRIBE FOR IT?
IF YOU DON'T, YOU DON'T GET






Copyrig-ht 1922 Hart Schaffner & Man:
The Home of
Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Stetson Hats, Vassar Swiss Underwear, Berkley's Neckwear, Metric Shirts, etc.
i The Garments that will
Please the College Man
21 So. Park Place Newark, Ohio
